Reviewed by LLOYD DAVIS Michael Keevak' s concise, witty book examines a variety of ways in which concerns about Shakespeare' s life and work almost always end up raising questions about his sex-uality and how it is understood and represented to the public, be they late-eighteenthcentury readers of William Henry Ireland' s forged Shakespearean documents, nineteenth-century advocates of the earl of Oxford, or viewers of contemporary films such as Shakespeare in Love. Keevak' s starting point is the paradoxical link between the paucity of concrete details about Shakespeare' s life and endless speculation over it. The former seems to generate the latter-theories and debates readily multiply in the absence of constraining "facts." This biographical ellipsis produces two main propositions which are explored in the book' s four chapters: that any account of Shakespeare' s life is in some way a "forgery," and that all such forgeries entail a desire to define Shakespeare' s sexuality. Critics, biographers, and commentators' claims to be "authenticating Shakespeare" (16) seem unable to evade or ignore this desire, perhaps no more so than in cases where notions of Shakespeare are carefully "desexualized . . . in favor of other details" (17).
Keevak' s approach is historically eclectic. He selects four cases in which accounts of Shakespeare contain notable sexual subtexts. In each there is an attempt to efface aspects of the sexual identities and desires attributed to the playwright. Keevak unravels these attempts at concealment from a broadly conceived queer-studies perspective; that is, his focus is on showing recurrent efforts to "straighten out" the Bard (cf. 118), efforts that can entail ignoring or suppressing the social range of and sexual identities, relations, and activities in both Shakespeare' s time and later periods. Keevak takes his stand against this tendency, asserting that "sexual Shakespeare should remain a resolutely multivalent idea, in order to combat the tendency for squeezing him into any onedimensional erotic narrative" (66).
Shakespeare' s sonnets provide the key text for the examples and arguments that Keevak considers. Edmund Malone' s 1780 edition of the sonnets and his account of Shakespeare' s life and times, published first as a supplement to Johnson and Steevens' s 1778 edition of the plays and then in Malone' s own 1790 edition, are also regarded as having opened "the floodgates" for speculation over Shakespeare' s "'true' life story" (17). The study begins by exploring the personal and cultural effects of the bizarre case of William Henry Ireland' s forgeries in 1795 of a vast array of Shakespeare-related documents, from legal deeds to personal sketches to a lost tragedy. (He even fabricated a reference to an Ireland forebear who rescued the playwright from drowning in the Thames.) The Ireland case, while similar to other literary forgeries in the late 1700s, exemplifies the way in which the absence of biographical facts prompted an increasing reliance on the plays and poems to flesh out Shakespeare' s personality and life experience.
Ireland fashioned an acceptably genteel Shakespeare, one who even corresponded with the queen. While his forgeries were soon exposed (by Edmund Malone among others), some writers, such as George Chalmers, seized on this image to develop biographical and literary accounts of Shakespeare' s connection to Elizabeth I, her faithful subject' s "master-mistress." The corollary of this bond was to desexualize the author of the sonnets, especially in terms of same-sex desire that the 1780 edition of the poems had made far more manifest than had previous editions. The Ireland forgeries are symptomatic of the developing nexus between biographical criticism and the "definition of a Shakespeare who was, in one way or another, sexual" (37). Keevak contends that this connection continues to inform Shakespeare studies.
In chapter 2 Keevak contrasts notions of homoeroticism linked to the author and his work with an earlier reputation, which Shakespeare gained in his own time for composing poems and plays that displayed an Ovidian eroticism. Tracing this reputation through many allusions to and echoes of the narrative poems, especially Venus and Adonis, Keevak also sees it operating in the wide circulation of anecdotes about Shakespeare' s heterosexual prowess, outwitting rivals such as Burbage or secretly fathering Davenant. The possible truth of such anecdotes is not really at issue; more so, the fact that varying conceptions of sexuality have been linked to Shakespeare and his work from quite early on and have consistently prompted animated response, whether he is regarded as "a bawdy author of erotic works" or is personally implicated in "the scandal of another kind of sodomy in the young man poems" (66). Concerns about sexuality have also insinuated themselves into the authorship controversy (discussed in the book' s third chapter), the single topic in Shakespeare studies about which most has been written. Keevak suggests that the anxiety over Shakespeare' s sexuality, like the debate over authorship, is motivated by his status as a "high-culture hero," personifying an "impossible universal history" (68): "There is indeed something about sexual Shakespeare that readers cannot seem to abide, since even a bisexual bard isn't enough to explain or complete his work' s perceived universality, or a Shakespeare that must be 'for all time' " (85). A similar concern resounds in debates over the various portraits of Shakespeare, the subject of Keevak' s final chapter. The main line of response has been to read bardic baldness as a sign of profound wisdom, and so to safeguard his embodiment "from more undesirable sexual implications" (105).
As Keevak concedes in the introduction, Sexual Shakespeare is quite short and selective. It is nonetheless analytically sensitive, and the topics and examples it covers serve as critical synecdoches that encourage readers to ponder other cases of sexualized and desexualized Shakespeares, raised by their own research and teaching, reading and viewing. As Keevak notes, all who are interested in Shakespeare participate in framing and creating cultural and personal histories of sexuality of one sort or another, from "a postmodern sexual Shakespeare that is willing to go only so far and then stop dead in its tracks" to "a sexual Shakespeare, who, in short, continues to be thoroughly desexualized" (123). The implicit call for ongoing reflective response to Shakespeare' s cultural meanings is one of Sexual Shakespeare' s most rewarding and challenging observations.
